No. 12-120610-A

WPE call for tenders

This is the Second Call for Tenders for Projects for SESAR Work Package E, long-term and innovative research. It is issued by EUROCONTROL on behalf of the SESAR Joint Undertaking.

Under this call a total budget of 9mEuro is available to co-finance research projects on the themes set out in the call documentation. Each project may request maximum co-financing of 300kEuro or 600kEuro depending on the type of project as described in the Technical Specifications.

Who should tender:

Universities, research establishments, industry and/or other organisations from within ECAC that have the capability to carry out ATM-related research activities. A tender may be submitted by a single entity or a consortium as described in the call documentation.

Information Day:


Closing date:

Thursday 18th October, 15:00 CET

Point of Contact:

If you wish to receive the call for tenders please see the “important notice” below and if you have any other related questions, please contact:

Mrs Sandrine Segers
Procurement Services
e-mail: sandrine.segers@eurocontrol.int
tel.: +32 2 729.3681
fax.: +32 2 729.9142

IMPORTANT NOTICE

The full i-call for tenders documentation is in electronic format (.pdf).

If you wish to obtain the i-call for tenders documentation please read and follow carefully the instructions below:
1. If you are already registered in the EUROCONTROL Supplier Portal, please send an e-mail to the Point of Contact mentioned above to get access to the documentation.

2. If you are not yet a EUROCONTROL supplier, please follow the 4-step process described on the following link:

3. EUROCONTROL accepts no responsibility whatsoever for the completeness, accuracy and/or timeliness of the transmission of the electronic documents (nor for the electronic documents themselves).

4. Submission of tenders shall be made electronically and shall be exclusively made in strict accordance with the instructions given in the "NOTICE CONCERNING THE PRESENTATION OF TENDERS".

5. You may:
   a) print out the documents;
   b) forward the documents further on a strictly need to know basis (always fully acknowledging the source, i.e. EUROCONTROL), and
   c) use print-outs of the electronic i-call for tenders documents for the submission of tenders (especially Form i-AF32CFT).

6. You may not:
   a) modify, edit and/or change the electronic documents;
   b) transmit such documents to any third person who has no need to know them;
   c) post such documents on any private or public website;
   d) alter the originating source (EUROCONTROL) and or copyright signs etc., and
   e) transmit the documents without indication of the source.

7. EUROCONTROL reserves the right not to send you the tender documentation, if your company is considered as incapable of submitting an offer to the i-call for tenders (size of the project, complexity etc.).

An environmental notice:

With a view to reduce the exponential growth of paper consumption, we would invite you only to print out electronic documents received and/or request paper copies of the price enquiry documentation if you are actually considering to submit a tender.